There is a moose in the living room
And a buffalo in the bedroom
A polar bear on the porch
And the northern lights in my womb

I close my eyes and breathe in family traplines and big footprints left under willow boughs
I can smell the north in my dreams
it lives in my pockets and is sewn into the fabric of my home
It lives in clear waters in my future memories

My bones are here
My bloods are here
Red rivers of courage, ceremony, and dignity

My kitchen is warm and smells like thunder
All of my grandfathers are at the table listening to their teachings

All my grandmothers are outside building a fire and my daughter is gathering kindling

All of the women are holding me
Timing my contractions
And digging a hole for my afterbirth
Red rivers continue

As daughters of the north
The cold winds keep us awake
The land is my bones my bones the lands
My children are rolling in berries and laughing in the sunshine
This is not a dream
This is futures unfolding

Awakening is not a process
It is an entity
Of prayers and dreams unfolding and cutting across the sky

I am breathing in this space
Steaming under the poplars

Reaching for the north
With everyone in my home
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